A developmental and ultrastructural study of the optic chiasma in Xenopus.
The structure of the optic chiasma in Xenopus tadpoles has been investigated by light and electron microscopy. Where the optic nerve approaches the chiasma, a tongue of cells protrudes from the periventricular cell mass into the dorsal part of the nerve. Glial processes from this tongue of cells ensheath fascicles of optic axons as they enter the brain. Coincident with this partitioning, the annular arrangement of axons in the optic nerve changes to the laminar organization of the optic tract. Beyond the site of this rearrangement, all newly growing axons accumulate in the ventral-most part of the nerve and pass into the region between the periventricular cells and pia which we have called the 'bridge'. This region is characterized by a loose meshwork of glial cell processes, intercellular spaces and the presence of both optic and nonoptic axons. In the bridge, putative growth cones of retinal ganglion cell axons are found in the intercellular spaces in contact with both the glia and with other axons. The newly growing axons from each eye cross in the bridge at the midline and pass into the superficial layers of the contralateral optic tracts. As the system continues to grow, previous generations of axon, which initially crossed in the existing bridge, are displaced dorsally and caudally, forming the deeper layers of the chiasma. At their point of crossing in the deeper layers, these fascicles of axons from each eye interweave in an intimate fashion. There is no glial segregation of the older axons as they interweave within the chiasma.